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Abstract In this study, we initially investigated various

aspects of requirements for a computer interface employed

in receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and free-

response ROC (FROC) observer studies which involve

digital images and ratings obtained by observers (radiolo-

gists). Secondly, by taking into account these aspects, an

all-purpose computer interface utilized for these observer

performance studies was developed. Basically, the observer

studies can be classified into three paradigms, such as one

rating for one case without an identification of a signal

location, one rating for one case with an identification of a

signal location, and multiple ratings for one case with

identification of signal locations. For these paradigms,

display modes on the computer interface can be used for

single/multiple views of a static image, continuous viewing

with cascade images (i.e., CT, MRI), and dynamic viewing

of movies (i.e., DSA, ultrasound). Various functions on

these display modes, which include windowing (contrast/

level), magnifications, and annotations, are needed to be

selected by an experimenter corresponding to the purpose

of the research. In addition, the rules of judgment for dis-

tinguishing between true positives and false positives are

an important factor for estimating diagnostic accuracy in an

observer study. We developed a computer interface which

runs on a Windows operating system by taking into

account all aspects required for various observer studies.

This computer interface requires experimenters to have

sufficient knowledge about ROC/FROC observer studies,

but allows its use for any purpose of the observer studies.

This computer interface will be distributed publicly in the

near future.

Keywords Receiver operating characteristic (ROC)

analysis � FROC analysis � Observer study � Computer

interface

1 Introduction

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis has been

introduced in medical fields for evaluation of the diagnostic

accuracy of imaging modalities and/or various imaging

procedures [1–3]. Because diagnostic accuracy was esti-

mated by use of ROC curves and/or the area under the

ROC curve (AUC), which were obtained from the data

of ROC observer studies, the statistical theory for estimating

ROC curves has been a major topic among researchers for

investigating ROC analysis [4–7]. At present, a number of

types of software for ROC [3, 8], including locational ROC

(LROC) [9], free-response ROC (FROC) [10], alternative

FROC (AFROC) [11], and jackknife AFROC [12] (JAF-

ROC), are available for use. However, even though the

ROC/FROC curve-fitting programs and software can be

available to researchers, the software does not care about
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any biases due to incorrect experimental design of observer

studies. Therefore, no valuable conclusion would be

obtained if an experimental design was wrong and thus

insufficient data would be provided. For example, one bias

due to the reading order of cases in an observer study can

produce incorrect experimental data if the order was

determined incorrectly by not taking into account reading

order effects [13]. Although a number of ROC observer

studies have been performed, there was no standard for

performing such studies precisely because of variations in

the subjects of research such as diseases, types of modali-

ties, and the tasks required for radiologists [3, 8, 13].

In this study, we aimed to develop an all-purpose

computer interface for ROC/FROC observer study to assist

researchers who plan to perform observer studies, but who

are not familiar with designing an experiment for such

study. We initially investigated various aspects of the

requirements for a computer interface utilized in ROC and

free-response ROC (FROC) observer studies which involve

digital images and ratings obtained by observers (radiolo-

gists). Secondly, by taking into account these aspects, we

developed an all-purpose computer interface to be utilized

for these observer performance studies.

2 Requirements for computer interface

utilized in observer study

Basically, all ROC/FROC observer studies can be classi-

fied into three paradigms, namely, one rating for one case

without identification of a signal location (i.e., for ROC

study), one rating for one case with identification of a

signal location (i.e., for LROC study), and multiple ratings

for one case with identification of signal locations (i.e., for

FROC, AFROC, and JAFROC study). For these three

paradigms, common requirements for the computer inter-

face are (1) to display images (either static or dynamic) on

single/multiple monitors, (2) to provide to observers

additional information such as vital signs, age/gender, and

marks obtained by computer-aided diagnosis (CAD), (3) to

obtain ratings for cases from observers, (4) to record rat-

ings and reading times, (5) to allow modification of the

reading order of images, (6) to allow users to distinguish

true positives from false positives by use of specified rules

and the gold standard, (7) to output rating data with specific

formats, and (8) to provide and obtain informed consent

from observers electrically. Therefore, one computer

interface can treat all three paradigms for ROC/FROC

observer study, if each function for the requirements can be

adjustable corresponding to the method used in each

paradigm.

The static images include those of computed radiogra-

phy (CR), digital radiography (DR), each slice image of CT

and MR that can be displayed continuously in cine mode,

dynamic images including movie files of digital subtraction

images (DSA), and ultrasonography (US). Except for

movie files in MPEG and AVI formats, a majority of

medical images would be distributed to the picture

archiving and communication system (PACS) in a standard

DICOM format. Therefore, the computer interface must

treat images in DICOM format. For viewing of images on

the monitor, the computer interface needs to have various

functions, which include windowing (contrast/level),

magnification, and annotations. Basically, these functions

will be selected by an experimenter corresponding to the

purpose of the research.

We assumed that ratings for ROC/FROC observer study

should be obtained in a continuous manner, because it is

nearly impossible to obtain a reliable estimate of the AUC

by use of ordinal 5 category scales [8]. For rating of the

possibility for the presence of an abnormal lesion with its

location, a rating scale needs to appear close to the point

marked as a location of an abnormal lesion. If a location of

the rating scale is fixed and observers are required to move

their mouse to this rating scale every time, this will create a

huge time loss for observers. In the experimental design of

an observer study, the experimenter should try to reduce

useless time and useless procedures for the observers as

much as he/she can.

Rating data during an observer test should be recorded

in real time. If the data were deleted due to computer or

human error, it is impossible to recover the motivation of

the observer for again reading cases with high attention.

The reading order of cases should be controlled to keep

reproducibility in the observer studies. Therefore, a ran-

domized function for determining the reading order is not

necessary for the computer interface. For running the

computer interface, a data sheet for reading of cases, which

includes the image file name, directory names of image

files, image matrix size, image pixel size, reading order of

the cases, and other information would be prepared in

advance.

The rules of judgment for distinguishing between true

positives and false positives are an important factor for

estimating diagnostic accuracy in an observer study. When

the observer study is performed as a detection task with

identification of the location of an abnormal lesion, the

distance between a mark pointed out by an observer and the

location of the center of an actual lesion is used as a

measure for classification. If two or more responses were

made within a limited region (i.e., diffuse lung disease) and

all responses correctly identified an abnormal lesion, all

responses were considered as true positives in our software.

However, for ROC/FROC analysis, they needed to be

gathered and to be considered as a single true-positive for

one abnormal lesion. The rule for this classification would
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be determined by taking into account the characteristics of

abnormal lesions such as an average size and shapes.

Because a variety of ROC/FROC software are available

and the statistical backgrounds are already established, the

computer interface does not need to include any functions

for ROC/FROC curve fitting and also a statistical proce-

dure for estimating statistical significance of a difference

between two conditions which were obtained by the

observer study. Instead, it is very convenient for experi-

menters, who would use the computer interface, to include

functions to output rating data in specific formats which

can be used as an input file for specific software without

any modifications.

In the observer study, informed consent from the

observers should be obtained because their rating data and

the results obtained from the observer study were personal

information for each observer. Moreover, his/her diagnos-

tic performance can be used for judging his/her diagnostic

skill which often relates to her/his salary directly. To

minimize the time for an observer study, it is convenient to

include a specific function for providing and obtaining

informed consent in the computer interface.

3 Computer interface for ROC/FROC observer study

For developing the computer interface, we assumed that

this interface would be used only for viewing of digital

images, including digitized analog images, and for rating of

these images by a human observer. The computer interface

was developed by use of Windows Visual Studio 2008.

This computer interface is able to run on any PC with

Windows operating system XP or a later version.

In order to use one computer interface for three ROC/

FROC paradigms, we used a case-setting file for changing

display modes as well as rating methods. Table 1 shows one

example of a case-setting file for the computer interface we

developed. This setting file needed to be prepared for one

reading session of an ROC/FROC observer study; one row of

the file indicates one reading for one case with one or two

images. We adopted a maximum of two views for one case as

a default. If only one view for one reading was required, the

second column was left blank. For viewing static images,

which includes JPEG, BMP, TIFF, and DCM (DICOM)

formats, an image file name for each case was entered first

and (if necessary) a second column with a certain reading

order which should be determined in advance by taking into

account a reading order effect. For viewing of stacked ima-

ges such as CT and MRI (DCM format only), an image

directory name of the stack images was entered instead of an

image file name. In addition, for viewing movies in AVI and

MPEG formats, movie file names were used instead of image

file names. For DICOM-format images with various kinds of

data compression, such as ‘‘Lossy JPEG’’, ‘‘Lossless JPEG’’,

and ‘‘Run length encoding (RLE)’’, DICOM Toolkit

(DCMTK)1 needs to be installed in advance.

Table 1 An example of a case-setting file used for the computer interface

Image file La, c Image file Rb, c Truthd Modality namee Case

numberf
Treatment

numberg
Comment

lefth
Comment

righth

C:\Image\case01L.dcm P Without 1 1 Original

C:\Image\case01L.dcm C:\Image\case01R.dcm P With 1 1 Original With CAD

C:\Image\case02L.dcm N Without 2 1 Original

C:\Image\case02L.dcm C:\Image\case02R.dcm N With 2 1 Original With CAD

C:\Image\case03L.dcm N Without 3 1 Original

C:\Image\case03L.dcm C:\Image\case03R.dcm N With 3 1 Original With CAD

The file needs to be created in CSV format
a Image file name which is displayed on the left monitor
b Image file name which is displayed on the right monitor
c Image formats available in this software are BMP, JPEG, TIFF, and DCM (DICOM). For multi images (i.e., CT, MR) input directory name

where all images are archived: Ex. \Folder name\*.dcm (‘‘*.dcm’’ meant all DICOM images archived in the directory ‘‘Folder name.’’)
d Truth (gold standard) of images displayed: For ROC, Use ‘‘P or Positive’’ for positive cases and ‘‘N or Negative’’ for negative cases. For

LROC, Use ‘‘P-location1’’ for positive cases and ‘‘N-location1’’ for negative cases. For FROC, Use ‘‘P-locations’’ for positive cases and ‘‘L-

locations’’ for negative cases
e Modality names for comparison: Ex. ‘‘without CAD versus with CAD’’, ‘‘CT versus MR’’, and ‘‘CR versus SF’’
f Case number or patient number. The same case needs to have the same case number
g When ROC/FROC study is performed for two or more treatments in one reading session, use treatment number to classify rating data into each

treatment
h Comments shown in an image displayed on left or right monitor. Use this function for checking cases and reading order in advance

1 Available at http://dicom.offis.de/dcmtk.php.en.
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The third column of the setting file classifies the

observer study into three ROC/FROC paradigms. When an

ROC paradigm which requires an observer to identify one

signal for one case without its location is employed for the

observer study, a truth of the case (positive or negative) is

entered in this column. For LROC study requiring one

signal for one case with its location, a code of ‘‘P-loca-

tion1’’ or ‘‘N-location1’’ is used. For FROC study with

multiple signals, another code of ‘‘P-locations’’ or

‘‘N-locations’’ is used. By using these codes, the computer

interface distinguishes the paradigms automatically.

For sequential rating in an ROC/FROC study (i.e.,

without and with computer aid), each case requires two

rows for two ratings. The first row is for viewing and initial

rating of a case only with an image on the left viewer, and

the second row is for viewing and sequential rating of a

Fig. 1 The six configuration windows for managing various items

and parameters in the computer interface. Left upper for input study

name and observer name, right upper for reading case-setting files for

training and testing, left middle for input titles displayed at the top of

monitor and for selecting the number of monitors, right middle for

selecting image display functions and information on the screen, left
bottom for input captions on the both ends of a rating bar, right
bottom for setting dialogs for agreement of informed consent and

acknowledgment that appear at the end of all ratings
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case with two images on both views. In this type of

observer study, two modality names compared in this

ROC/FROC study are ‘‘without’’ and ‘‘with’’, and they are

entered in the fourth column. Case numbers in the fifth

column will be used for checking the correspondence

between the modalities and for producing an output file

with the same order of cases for each modality.

To set various parameters, we adopted configuration

windows in the computer interface. These configuration

windows allowed us to use a number of common functions

easily for the three ROC/FROC paradigms. Figure 1 shows

six configuration windows in our computer interface. They

are used for managing the following items: (1) study and

observer names, (2) setting file names for training and

testing cases, (3) a main title and subtitles for each view, (4)

the number of monitors used in the study, (5) languages

(English or Japanese) for display, (6) functions for win-

dowing and magnification, (7) information displayed on the

monitor such as file name, image matrix size, window

width/window level, coordinates of a mouse, and the loca-

tion of truth, (8) multimedia mode for movies, (9) annota-

tions for a rating bar, and (10) dialog settings for showing

informed consent and a message for acknowledgment.

Figure 2 shows a screen shot of our computer interface

which was used for viewing of two images to evaluate the

clinical utility of CAD in the ROC observer study. A black

bar at the bottom of the screen is a rating bar with a line

which moves left and right within the bar corresponding to

the location of a mouse. In the ROC observer study, the

observer was not allowed to move to the next case without

rating a present case.

Figure 3 shows how the observer rated his/her confi-

dence level by use of a mouse in the FROC paradigm.

Once the observer clicks a mouse on the point where he/she

believes that there is an abnormal lesion, a dialog with

rating bar appears close to the point clicked. Then, after the

observer decides on his/her confidence level on the rating

bar, the dialog will disappear, and a circle mark with the

rating score will be indicated on the point clicked. For

stack images for CT or MRI, a slide bar for moving

between slices is indicated at the bottom of the screen, as

shown in Fig. 4.

Although we did not plan to include any ROC curve-

fitting estimations except for a simple line graph of an ROC

curve, our computer interface could produce experimental

results with specific formats required for ROC (Rockit

[14]) and JAFROC (JAFROC [15]) software, which is

available publicly. Thus, the users of this computer inter-

face can use their data directly on that ROC/FROC

software.

4 Discussion

The computer interface for ROC/FROC study is very

important for reducing the time of analysis and for

Fig. 2 Screen shot of the computer interface for viewing two images

in the ROC observer study. Left window displays an original chest

radiograph, and the right displays that with CAD marks (circle) for

lung nodule candidates. The observer could adjust windowing by use

of slide bars located at the left bottom of each image
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improving the robustness of data obtained in an observer

study. Therefore, special computer interfaces for specific

purposes were developed and used by individual

institutions where academic computer scientists are avail-

able. However, a majority of researchers who tried to

perform ROC/FROC observer studies did not have such

computer interfaces or the skill to develop them. One

purpose in this study was not only developing a computer

interface for ROC/FROC observer study, but also diffusing

appropriate knowledge for ROC/FROC observer studies.

To maintain easy use for experimenters and high cred-

ibility of the data obtained, this computer interface was

Fig. 4 Screen shot of the computer interface for viewing CT images

with stack mode. All slice images could be viewed with cine mode by

use of a slide bar located at the bottom of images. Ratings with

location pointed out were made with the same manner as that for

FROC study shown in Fig. 3. When the observer marked a possible

lesion on the slice image, the location of the slice image among a

series of stacked slice images was shown with a red mark at the top
and bottom of the slide bar
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Fig. 5 ROC curves in which rating data were obtained by use of the

computer interface developed. This ROC study was performed for

evaluating the detectability of image unsharpness due to the

movement of an object by use of a diagnostic liquid crystal display

(LCD) (black solid line) and preview LCD (gray solid line)

(1) Click

(2) Rating

(3) Close

Fig. 3 Screen shot of the computer interface for rating an abnormal

lesion with its location in an FROC paradigm. When the observer

clicked at a point where he/she believed that there was a possible lung

nodule (1) a small window with a rating bar appeared close to the

point, (2) the observer determined a confidence level for the presence

of a lung nodule by clicking at the rating bar, and (3) the small

window disappeared and a red circle for indicating the observer’s

mark with a rating score was displayed
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developed only for the traditional fully crossed design with

paired cases and paired observers [8]. In addition, there

was no connectivity of the data for two or more reading

sessions performed by use of this computer interface.

Therefore, if two reading sessions with independent ratings

of one observer were performed by this computer interface,

the experimenter would need to combine two rating data

sets to estimate a statistically significant difference

between two ROC curves.

The utility of this computer interface has been tested in

ROC seminars held by the Japanese Society of Radiolog-

ical Technology (JSRT) for teaching basic theory and

experimental design of observer studies in the last 2 years.

We have modified this computer interface by taking into

account a number of opinions provided by seminar par-

ticipants and our experience obtained at the seminar. As a

result, one seminar participant performed one ROC study

by use of this computer interface after attending and pub-

lishing her research as an original paper [16]. Figure 5

shows the first ROC curves which were obtained by use of

our computer interface and published in the Journal of

Radiological Physics and Technology.

5 Conclusions

We developed a computer interface by taking into account

various factors which need to be considered for appropriate

ROC/FROC observer studies.
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